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Abstract 
Film is a polylogic genre of mass communication that involves 

multimodality: visual, aural and written linguistic codes that are situated 

within some cultural contexts. This means any holistic analysis of film usually 

involves relevant cross disciplinary approaches that appraise not only the 

flow of narratives, but also language use and the pattern and consequence of 

image portrayal, which combine to give the content its composite 

implications. This study waded into the polemic of media violence as an 

intercultural communicative phenomenon. The paper specifically looked into 

the role of linguistic film domestication in motivating possible modeling of 

Indian film violence in real life in a given social context. The paper 

investigated the use of certain language codes, weapon models and the 

pattern of violence in dubbed Indian films and thought to be replicated by 

emerging street gangs in Jalingo. Ethnography was used to collect data, 

specifically via covert participant observation and indepth interview for a 

period between September 2018 and January 2019. Social Cognitive theory 

was used to explain the prevailing issues in the study. The research found a 

strong correlation between some visual and verbal linguistic codes used in 

domesticated (Hausa) Indian films and the codes used by the local gangs 

particularly the Yan Fores (Forest Boys) in Jalingo. The study also found a 

correlation between the pattern of turf (yanki) protection by particular gangs 

commonly featured in Indian films and what is found in reality among 

members of Yan Fores or Forest Boys in Jalingo. 
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Introduction 
Issues of mass media violence is 

controversial - some researchers 

support the correlation between 

depictions of violence in media, such as 

films with some real-life hostility 

(Anderson et al, 2003).  The major 

analogy in this regard is: if films can 

influence other aspects of our lives such 

as dress code, hairstyles and even how 

we approach potential spouses; then 

why not violence? But critics such as 

Savage (2004) and Ferguson and 

Kilburn (2009) cite methodological 

problems in media related 

investigations as the bane of that 

proposition. One of their arguments is 

that: millions of people do watch 

aggressive films, but not everyone goes 

out to mimic the violent stunts after. 

Hesmann and Taylor (2006) argue that 

media violence exists and it poses a 

threat to public health because it leads 

to an increase in real-world violence 

and aggression. They cite researches 

showing that fictional television and 

film violence contribute to both a short-

term and a long-term increase in 

aggression and violence in young 

viewers. According to them television 

news violence also contributes to 

increased violence, principally in the 

form of imitative suicides and acts of 

aggression.  

President Donald Trump recently has 

attributed the incessant mass shootings 

in American cities as caused by video 

game (Fox News 2019; CNN 2019). 

The president’s assertion that is viewed 

as a political rhetoric has some roots in 

the academics. Hesmann and Taylor 

(2006) claim that video games are 

capable of producing an increase in 

aggression and violence in the short 

term, although no long-term 

longitudinal studies capable of 

demonstrating long-term effects have 

been conducted. They further assert that 

the relationship between media 

violence and real-world violence and 

aggression is moderated by the nature 

of the media content and characteristics 

of and social influences on the 

individual exposed to that content. Still, 

the average overall size of the effect is 

large enough to place it in the category 

of known threats to public health. Lewis 

et al (2017) however maintain a middle 

ground arguing that the violence is 

rather triggered by an interface of social 

factors and modes of thinking which are 

refreshed by the discourses from the 

arena of media, politics and culture.  

Therefore, relying on such polemic, this 

paper argues that possible media 

induced aggression should receive 

attention commensurate with the ever 

developing media technology, to 

capture the extent of manifestations of 

mass media violence amongst 

respective local population.   
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The concern of this paper is the genre of film translation, specifically the one 

domesticating the Indian films for the consumption of Hausa speakers in northern 

Nigeria. The linguistic domestication of all manner of films has become very 

common as the production is achievable in audio visual studios in the hub of the 

Kannywood industry such as Jos, Plateau State, Bauchi, Kaduna and Abuja.  

According to Adamu (2015), Indian films have a history of interaction with the 

local communities in northern Nigeria for approximately 70 years. However the 

technique of domestication via translation is a new channel which has 

tremendously affected the pattern of production, language vehicle and 

consumption of the films. One of the most important features of Indian films 

generally is their penchant for gangster flicks (Douglas, Gentile and Anderson, 

2007). Not only has violence been a key ingredient for hundreds of Indian films, 

but it has also been romanticized, so that violence  by the protagonists is often a 

proud symbolism of heroic patriotism and those characters depicted as unwilling 

to partake in violence are portrayed as feeble and referred by local audiences in 

Jalingo as “chali chali”. Also “heroes” are often required to kill to win their lovers 

and many a times their violent behaviour is cheered on by their otherwise docile 

counterparts.  

This study seeks to determine the pattern of the consumption of the genre and the 

extent of mimicking the language of translation and of the featured violence by 

some selected gang-like groups, namely: Forest Boys in Jalingo. It is important to 

note that the locals do not know the groups under review by their self-designed 

moniker: Forest Boys but rather by a general term of “Yan Sara Suka”, meaning 

those who cut and stab other people “Yan iska” or social misfits or “Yan Daba” 

meaning gang members or Yan bangan siyasa meaning political thugs. Such 

nomenclatures were adopted by the media in their indigenous language broadcast 

in describing any group of young men who exhibit unprovoked violent behaviours. 

Some times in 2018 a female student of the school of nursing, Jalingo was 

alledgedly raped and then murdered in Jalingo, the capital of Taraba state (TTV 

Jalingo, June 3, 2018). Accordingly several other killings had alledgedly occurred 

in similar pattern subsequently just as intermittent clashes between rival armed 

groups were reported on state media especially in places with heavy commercial 

activities. The Jalingo main market, for example, had been severally shut down and 

deserted because of the activities of violent youth groups who incidentally 

damaged and looted property.  

It is in this light that this paper seeks to answer the following questions in order to 

attempt to connect the dots as to the pattern of consumption of domesticated Indian 
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films and the impacts thereof vis a vis the emerging trend of street rivalries by 

youth groups in Jalingo metropolis: 

(i) To what degree do sampled gang members use the language codes 

coined by translators in the domesticated Indian films, how and why?  

(ii) What is the process of the coinages and what is the motive of the 

translators in developing such new words  in the hausanised Indian 

films? 

(iii) What other mannerisms, styles and activities do the sampled research 

subjects mimic from the Indian hausanised films and to what extent?  

(iv) What is the essence of the gang rivalries in Jalingo and to what degree 

are their clashes violent? 

 

Gangs Criminality in Nigeria 

California Penal Code Section 186.22[a] (2018, P.18) defines a gang member as 

“any person who actively participates in any gang with knowledge that its members 

engage in or have engaged in a pattern of criminal gang activity, and who willfully 

promotes, furthers, or assists in any felonious criminal conduct by members of that 

gang.” Psychiatric Times (2008) notes that not all gangs have names, identifying 

signs, or symbols; and gang members may include associates affiliated with the 

gang for purposes of criminal activity. Hardcore gang members devote their lives 

to the gang, but criminal associates do not. 

Nigerian criminal gangs rose to prominence in the 1980s, partly because of 

the globalization of the world's economies and the high degree of insecurity already 

in the country. Criminal groups in Nigeria typically appear to be less formal and 

more of a loose synergy of peers from the same neighbourhood. Often gangs are 

territorial, loose associations, unorganized, and then eventually become violent 

(Psychiatric Times, 2008). They have got special monikers, body language, dress 

code and other gang characteristics with which members are roughly identified. 

Also common among gang members are petty rivalries between given groups – 

sometimes escalating to big street fights and casualties. Criminal gangs also appear 

to be smaller-scale freelance thugs whose penchant for violence does not follow a 

distinct ideology, but often guided by drugs, sex and pecuniary interventions. They 

are often thugs for hire by outsiders, particularly politicians.  

The National Bureau of Statistics reports that offences against persons recorded in 

Taraba State in the year 2016 were 719 while crimes against property in the same 

year occurred 998 times. Offences against persons are those offences against 

human beings such as murder, manslaughter, infanticide, concealment of birth, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Globalization
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rape and other physical abuse. The revolution in the Information and 

Communications Technology (ICT) has remained an effective means of reporting 

crime to the public. Modern hardware and software devices have been deployed by 

Trent Online and Nigeria Watch to effectively furnish Nigerians including the 

academia, policy formulators, decision makers, government institutions and Non-

governmental Organizations with relevant data and statistics on trends and patterns 

of lethal and non-lethal crime in Nigeria. Findings in this article show that armed 

robberies is a recurring form of crime in Nigeria, contributing about 50% of an 

overall 8516 deaths in 3, 840 fatal incidents between June 2006 and September, 

2015 nationwide. Lagos, Rivers, Ogun, Benue and Imo states were reported as the 

most affected crime states. Findings also show more crime fatalities in the Southern 

part of Nigeria than in the North. This article therefore maintains that the inability 

of government to address most of the sources of crime explains why it has become 

difficult to nip in the bud (Nwankwo and James 2016).  

 

Film Translation  

According to Mona and Braño (1997) dubbing is the method of film translation in 

which, say the Hausa language is adjusted to the mouth and movements of actors 

in the film and it somewhat makes the audience feel as if they were listening to 

actors actually speaking Hausa language.  

Dubbing modifies the source text to a large extent and thus makes it familiar to the 

target audience through domestication. According to them any form of audiovisual 

translation plays a key role in developing identities and stereotypes. Wojtasiewicz 

(1992) asserts that translation is a process of culture-specific communication and 

such interaction between two or more cultures in the process of translation results 

in what Wojtasiewicz calls a “hybrid text”, which appears in the target culture by 

adopting some of the features of the text in the source culture. He defines a hybrid 

text as a result of a give and take among cultures and it would be worth observing 

how some translators resolve the problems that arise when transposing a culture to 

the environment of another.  

According to Schäffner and Adab (1997:325):  

A hybrid text is a text that results from a translation process. It shows features that 

somehow seem ‘out of place’/’strange’/’unusual’ for the receiving culture, i.e. the 

target culture. These features, however, are not the result of a lack of translational 

competence or examples of ‘translationese’, but they are evidence of conscious and 

deliberate decisions by the translator. Although the text is not yet fully established 

in the target culture (because it does not conform to established norms and 
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conventions), a hybrid text is accepted in its target culture because it fulfils its 

intended purpose in the communicative situation (at least for a certain time)  

 

Empirical Review 

Harris et al (2011) enumerate the factors they claim maintain gang membership in 

prison and the community. Their research suggests that criminality reinforces gang 

affiliation and gang identity in several ways, for example: criminal activity was 

positively reinforced by others in the gang, through praise, enhanced status, greater 

inclusion, drugs and financial reward. Similarly, criminality also reinforced gang 

affiliation by the avoidance of unwanted consequences, such as rejection from the 

gang or victimisation by others. Finally, territorial disputes maintained gang 

cohesion and justified the need to group together to protect the gang’s territory. 

Harris et al (2011) also investigated how gang membership influence an 

individual’s use of violence. Their findings suggest the meaning of violence for 

participants can be understood under the following themes:  

using pre-emptive violence to protect themselves from victimisation; a willingness 

to join in with violence to gain approval for inclusion in the group; using violence 

as a means of having fun or excitement; having a propensity for violence that 

existed before joining a gang; using violence to achieve and maintain status and 

respect; viewing violence as a necessary and acceptable means of making money 

and protecting ‘business’ interests (Harris et al 2011). 

Bangarter  (2010) claims that territorial gangs are among today’s main perpetrators 

of urban violence, affecting the lives of millions of other people. They try to gain 

control of a territory in which they then oversee all criminal activities and 

simultaneously protect their own turf and people. The violence that they cause has 

a major impact on the population in general and on their members’ families, as well 

as on the members themselves.  

 

Gangs and Language Codes 

According to Dowe (2012) some localized criminal street gangs in California that 

are linked with or emulate established criminal street gangs do identify themselves 

by their own self-styled monikers and language codes. These terminologies are 

group-specific and at times territorial often based on a locale in which they live 

and operate. They usually gauge superiority of their respective groups based on 

their passion for their turfs and or based on their degree of atrocious “power” by 

virtue of their varying level of criminal influence in own respective domains.  

Dowe (2012) outlines commonly identifiable languages codes in discussing some 
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traditions of some American gangs, namely: Folk Nations:  

 

• Five in the sky, six must die: People (nation) in heaven, Folks must die. 

• Gat:    A gun.  

• MOB.    Money over bitches. 

•  Strapped:   Carrying a gun.  

• Turf/Kingdom:   Gang’s claimed area.  

• S.O.S.    Shoot on sight. 

•  B.O.S.    Beat on sight. 

•  T.O.S.:    Terminate on sight.  

• Cheddar/Snaps:   Money.  

• Banging:    Gang fight/shooting. 

 

Film and Gang Violence 

According to Psychiatric Times (2008) it is clear that gangs, guns, drugs and 

violence are interconnected. When communities assess their gun violence problem, 

they often uncover a gang violence problem. Psychiatric Times cites Emanuel 

Tanay who was a retired clinical Professor of Psychiatry at Wayne State University  

opines that the violence in the media was reaching volatile proportions. According 

to the magazine issues on the mass shooting at a Batman movie screening in 

Colorado on 20th July 2012 had reignited debates in the psychiatric community 

about media violence and its effects on human behavior. In addition Anderson et 

al  (2003) claim that there are preponderance of evidence that show prolonged 

exposure to violent TV programming during childhood is associated with 

subsequent aggression. 

Anderson et al  (2003)  meta-analysis of experimental, cross-sectional and 

longitudinal studies found that significant exposure to media violence can increase 

“hostile appraisals” of the world as well as lead to “aggressive thoughts, angry 

feelings, psychological arousal”. In turn, media-influenced attitudes about violence 

(e.g. tolerance of the real-life use of  violence) can act as powerful mediators 

between, for example, extensive and persistent exposure to aggressive media and 

certain forms of violence such as teenager dating  violence Fong and Syed (2018) 

contend that locally media and social commentary suggest that film violence 

correlates with aggressive behaviour among Malaysian Indian youths. Their study 

examined the degree the young Indian filmgoers themselves subscribe to this view. 

Correlational and regression analyses show that for most young Malaysian Indians, 

http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/295/5564/2377
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/295/5564/2377
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the social cognitions about film violence and real violence are consistent with the 

research findings, especially the catalyst model of violent crime.  

Goff (1995) in Jonkowski (2001) in a study on relation of violent and nonviolent 

toys to play behavior in preschoolers argues that those who adhere to the position 

that aggression is learned believe that violent media cue audiences and thus 

increase their real aggression, which is known as the "weapons effect." Fong and 

Syed (2018) claim in a study that an extended, more socially embedded notion of 

violent cognition can be usefully integrated with more comprehensive theories that 

at least partially attribute violent behaviour to social cognitions and to culture more 

generally. Using Nisbett’s (2003) cultural cognitive theory, they argue that the 

theory’s basic assumptions will help describe their respondents’ construal of the 

film-violence association. The question is how young Indian filmgoers themselves 

explain the violence within their communities and how much of that they attribute 

to exposure to film violence. 

According to Gunter (xxxx) often there are diachronic causal relationships between 

media and audience attitudes or behaviour. For example, based on (Huesman et al 

1984, Lefkowitz et al. 1972;)   in Gunter, exposure to media violence can escalate 

likelihood of belligerent behaviour, but a violent disposition can also cause certain 

people to prefer consuming programs containing violence.    

Cooper (1985) found, after analyzing popular music for over 30 years, that there 

was a tendency to describe women in terms of physical attributes or as evil, as 

possessions of men, or as dependent upon men. Dietz states that the concept 

of masculinity has come to be associated with sexual aggression. It is thought that 

audiences of unpunished violent behavior, compared to audiences of punished 

violent behavior are more likely to take part in violence. Some musical themes 

and lyrics can be compared to the negative attitude toward women found within 

some pornographic movies and magazines. This negative attitude and acceptance 

of violence towards women shows the possible likelihood of rape or sexual 

coercion. Fischer and Greitemeyer found that men who listened to sexually 

aggressive music reported that their relationship with women was more 

troublesome. Media Violence research has found that aggressive music adds an 

accessibility of aggressive related attitudes and emotions. Roberta Hamilton in her 

book Does Misogyny Matter? (1987) stated "Misogyny is not a word useful simply 

for describing particularly nasty bits of behavior, but rather it directs us to a set of 

relations, attitudes, and behaviors that are embedded within all social 

relations"(p. 123). Violence in the form of linguistics is in fact a form of physical 

violence.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Popular_music
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Masculinity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lyrics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pornographic_movies
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Violence_against_women
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Social Cognitive Theory 

Albert Bandura’s social cognitive theory assumes that an individual's knowledge 

acquisition may relate to observing models in the context of social interactions. 

Observing a model can also prompt the viewer to engage in behavior they already 

learned (Bandura, 2011). Media provides models for a vast array of people in many 

different environmental settings. The theory suggests that repeated images 

presented in mass media can be potentially processed and encoded by the viewers 

(Bandura, 2011). Social cognitive theory is pervasively employed in studies 

examining attitude or behavior changes triggered by the mass media. Bandura 

asserts that many studies of media violence are pinned on social cognitive theory 

which assumes that aggression may be activated by learning and priming 

aggressive scripts, for example - continuous viewing of violent acts makes 

teenagers more susceptible to becoming violent themselves. 

Social Cognitive Theory (SCT) started as the Social Learning Theory (SLT) in the 

1960s by Albert Bandura. It developed into the SCT in 1986 and posits that 

learning occurs in a social context with a dynamic and reciprocal interaction of the 

person, environment, and behavior. The unique feature of SCT is the emphasis on 

social influence and its emphasis on external and internal social 

reinforcement.   SCT considers the unique way in which individuals acquire and 

maintain behavior, while also considering the social environment in which 

individuals perform the behavior. The theory takes into account a person's past 

experiences, which factor into whether behavioral action will occur. These past 

experiences influences reinforcements, expectations, and expectancies, all of 

which shape whether a person will engage in a specific behavior and the reasons 

why a person engages in that behavior. 

Social cognitive theory revolves around the process of knowledge acquisition or 

learning directly correlated to the observation of models. The models can be those 

of an interpersonal imitation or media sources. To illustrate that people learn from 

watching others, Albert Bandura and his colleagues constructed a series of 

experiments using a Bobo doll. In the first experiment, children were exposed to 

either an aggressive or non-aggressive model of either the same sex or opposite sex 

as the child. There was also a control group. The aggressive models played with 

the Bobo doll in an aggressive manner, while the non-aggressive models played 

with other toys. They found that children who were exposed to the aggressive 

models performed more aggressive actions toward the Bobo doll afterward, and 

that boys were more likely to do so than girls. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Observing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_cognitive_theories
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Following that study, Albert Bandura tested whether the same was true for models 

presented through media by constructing an experiment he called Bobo Doll 

Behavior: A Study of Aggression. In this experiment Bandura exposed a group of 

children to video featuring violent and aggressive actions. After the video he then 

placed the children in a room with a Bobo doll to see how they behaved with it. 

Through this experiment, Bandura discovered that children who had watched the 

violent video subjected the dolls to more aggressive and violent behavior, while 

children not exposed to the video did not. This experiment displays the social 

cognitive theory because it depicts how people reenact behaviors they see in the 

media.  

Kuhn (1970) is one of the critics of the postulations of the social cognitive theories; 

he notes that scientific fields are subject to paradigm shift in the presence of new 

evidences. Kuhn however concedes that even such periods typically only create 

debates between proponents of old and new perspectives. For Kuhn, it is time to 

argue that extant theories in the field of aggression research should be viewed as 

obsolete, despite their dominance over the past half-century. Kuhn argues that data 

to support the social cognitive approaches to aggression have never been 

conclusive, and newer evidence increasingly suggests that the theories are not 

adequate to explain aggressive phenomena. In another study Freedman (2002 and 

Savage (2004) raise the issue of desensitization and arousal/excitation as included 

in latter social cognitive theories. Desensitization assumes that with repeated 

exposure to media violence, a mental saturation will be attained such that we adjust 

our emotional sentiments so that initial levels of anxiety weaken. They suggest that 

social cognitive theories of aggression are outdated and should be retired.  

In fact such debates appear to fuel further investigations into the efficacy of the 

aggression models which were extensively tested under the social and cognitive 

models. This is enough inspiration to still assume that social cognition and 

attendant theories are not yet dead and they must be subjected to varying social 

contexts to be able to come up with fresher perspectives, at least as the media keeps 

developing into greater fluidity in terms of technology and omnipresence.    

 

Methodology: Ethnography 

Ethnography is the study of social interactions, behaviours, and perceptions that 

occur within groups. The aim of the technique is to provide detailed insights into 

people’s views and actions and clues of the location they inhabit, through the 

collection of detailed observations and interviews (Hammersley, 2002). It is a 

qualitative research method in which the researcher not only observes the research 
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participants, but also actively engages in the activities of the research participants. 

This requires the researcher to become integrated into the participants' environment 

while also taking objective notes about what is going on. There are three important 

pieces of participant observation: Gaining entry into the location you wish to study, 

establishing rapport with the research participants under investigation and making 

sure you spend enough time with the research participants in the environment to 

get a sufficient amount of data for your study. In some instances however the 

researcher made attempts to observe subjects covertly (Lubbers 2012). 

The methods of sampling used in this study were the snowball and purposive 

sampling techniques. The researcher had established a chain that snowballed into 

links with research subjects for onward indepth interviews and observations, 

though partly undercover by certain research assistants. 

This researcher has taken 5 months of (longitudinal) observation of a gang-like 

group: Forest Boys in Jalingo between September 2018 and January 2019. The 

researcher attempted a diachronic assessment of the subjects based on the 

prevailing arguments of media violence studies. In other word, the researcher had 

made attempt to establish whether the subjects had violent predispositions and 

why; and whether that predisposition had any link with their possible consumption 

of violent media (Milavsky, 1982; Gunter 1972 ).  

Participant has at least observed an average of 20 gang members monthly and that 

is approximately 100 persons in 5 months. It is established within the period that 

all points of concern in the research have received adequate data from the 

interactions the researcher had with the research subjects. The researcher and the 

research assistants were able to identify the gangs by frequenting their known 

locations: The Forest Joint in Jalingo. 

The study involves the following informants: 

• Translators of Indian Films from Algaita Dubbing Studio Bauchi 

• Some members of Forest Boys 

• Some Members of Karofi Bridge Boys 

The study also selected, at random 2 hausanised Indian films from which Hausa 

language (translation) codes and weapons model were observed, namely 

Chakwakiya (Confusion) originally Bhavani (2010) written and directed by G. 

Kicha and dubbed by Algaita studios Bauchi; and Bahuubali  (2015) Directed by 

S.S. Rajamouli And dubbed by Algaita studios Bauchi. 

Findings  

(i) It was observed and established that majority of persons who openly 

partake in violent activities were males even though at sober settings, in 
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hotels, bars, Shisha joints or personal residences, gang members move 

around with subservient young women who range between 17 and 20 

years.  

(ii) It was observed and established that consumption of reggae music and 

Indian film were motivated and collocated with the use of stimulant 

drugs such as Tramadol, Marijuana, alcohol and Shisha. 

(iii) It was observed that members were along the following age range: 

approximately 16 - 18 yrs old, 20-22 yrs old, and 23-25 years old.  

(iv) It was established that gangs are territorial in nature hence some clashes 

occurred on basis of “encroachment” and “trespass” into a foreign 

territory “yanki” and the retaliatory attacks to be taken to the “yanki”of 

a rival “kingdom”. 

(v) Gangs are identified by certain nomenclature such as The 50 Scatters, 

Sami Naka Junction Boys, Forest Boys etc  

(vi) The various gangs have a monarch like power structure and each 

territory is under the leadership of a King “Sarki”. This way no other 

gangs may have the right to conduct “activities” without prior bilateral 

deal lest there would be a counter activity to retaliate. Most of the open 

attacks are inter gang clashes triggered, mostly at parties, bars, by issues 

of women or money offered by politicians for the group members  

Weapons: Nature of some weapons that the gang members handle are at variance 

with the normal knives, cutlasses that are used domestically by locals. Some of the 

metals were modeled after the prototypes seen on Indian films. There are big 

sickle-like weapon with a wooden handle; knives with double blades and host of 

others. The model weapons in most Indian films can be replicated by local artisans. 

Knives of various shapes, cutlasses, woods, spears, animal horns and other metal 

improvisations are replicated and used in real life. 

Media production: Findings show that producers of the dubbed version create 

language codes for comic and aesthetic effect, sometimes through onomatopoeia 

that may create concrete imageries of particular scenes. This is done in a bid to 

bridge possible linguistic and cultural gaps faced by translators of the particular 

film genres (Umar, 2019, Algaita Dubbing Studios, GRA, Bauchi) 

Media consumption: Gang members do not necessarily watch films in a group; 

film consumption is mainly via mobile gadgets, even though Indian films and 

reggae music top the genres they most frequently consume. About 20 gang 

members interviewed regarding the consumption of the particular film genre admit 

consuming and enjoying the films; majority of the members admit fast forwarding 
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to scenes of street battles especially non-gun battles just to watch and attempt to 

replicate stunts.  

Findings also show that consumption of dubbed Indian films is the vogue instead 

of the normal non-translated versions, particularly among the members of the 

gangs. This particular finding agrees with the segment from the literature review 

section thus: 

Motives for “battles”: it was also found that violent attacks by Forest Boys, Karofi 

Bridge Boys against young women was a way of settling scores either against the 

woman or against rival boyfriends. It was further observed that majority of young 

women raped were associates of the groups. In addition, it has been established 

that successful violent attacks that resulted in forcing `markets to close was a 

motivation and manifestation of gang power. Usually commercial and public 

centres would be deserted once the gangs “yan shara” arrive. They usually arrive 

in groupings and unleash terror to scare ordinary people to close their shops and 

scamper for safety. 

Language codes: Most of the slangs used by the gang members seem to have 

solely originated from domesticated Indian films rather than from any conventional 

sociolinguistic process of language formation. In fact even the characteristic 

rhythmic patterns of the new words imbue originality according to the comic 

innovation of the translators. And the dubbed voices identify respective categories 

of actors that they represent. For example, there is a unique voice pattern for “boss” 

or antagonist which tends to be coarse, hard and roaring while the voice pattern of 

a “Chali chali” is sounded feeble, comic and fledgeling.  

 

Critical Discourse Analysis 

Critical discourse analysis is concerned with appraising the relations between 

dominance, discrimination, power and control as manifested in language 

(Mainasara 2018). Based on observation and interviews with the following are 

some of the language codes that have been established being used by the gang 

members and were modeled from sample domesticated Indian films, namely 

Chakwakiya and Bahuubali.  

Babban Yaya: The standard Hausa word for this word is “dan uwa”. 

Boss: as used by film domesticators, borrowed from English language – it basically 

referred to the film antagonist 

Mazga: to beat to pulp. The standard Hausa word for this word is “duka” 

Suburbuda: to beat to pulp, it is a variant of “mazga” 

Chaskale: to beat to pulp, is another variant of “mazga” 
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Machaskala: a place where persons are taken for beating. In fact in the Hausa 

society and culture, not only “machaskala” as a language code does not exist, but 

also the concept itself does not. It means the notion of “machaskala” is solely a 

transcultural communicative hybrid as espoused by Schäffner and Adab (1997) in 

the literature review section. 

Shekewa: to kill; The standard Hausa word for this word is (kashewa) 

Fecewa: to run and escape from threats by rival gangs or from law enforcement. 

The standard Hausa word for this word is “gudu” 

Garkamewa: arrest not necessarily imprisoning by a court of law. The standard 

Hausa word for this word is “rufewa”  

Magarkama: prison, or police cell. The standard Hausa word for this word is (yari 

or gidan yari) 

Hana numfashi: literally stop someone from breathing, to murder a rival - The 

standard Hausa word for this word “kisan kai” 

Yanki: – own territory, turf  

Pakistan: a locale within Jalingo metropolis with predominant Muslims 

population – this symbolizes the fact that Pakistan as a country is predominantly 

Islamic as depicted in Indian Films.  

India: a locale within Jalingo metropolis with predominantly Christian population 

- this symbolizes the fact that India as a country is predominantly non-Islamic. 

Hamago: a fool - The standard Hausa word for this word is “wawa” 

 

Discussion of Findings  

The issue of violence in Nigeria is a critical social problem that bedevils all aspects 

of the social life of the country. This paper looked into media related violence as 

an intercultural communicative phenomenon - specifically the role of culture 

domestication, specifically in spurring possible modeling of Indian film gang 

violence from the perspective of language and social cognitive theory as postulated 

by (Bandura, 2011; Anderson et al  2003).  

In terms of language, the findings of this study showed clearly that there is a nexus 

between the film dubbing genre and the new process of language formation based 

on film popular culture, and manifesting in their violent codes, voice pattern and 

cadence of the sampled gang members in Jalingo. This particular finding tallies 

with the analysis of Dowe (2019) in this paper. 

Also this study found that gang members observed showed strong affinity to a 

communitas – a vague group affinity that provides them a social and emotional 

canopy for claiming and maintaining territoriality thus agreeing with (Bangarter 
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2010; Dowe 2012; Psychiatric Times 2008; Harris et al 2011) as reviewed in the 

literature review section of this paper. 

This paper found that such territorial gangs are among today’s main perpetrators 

of urban violence. 

The study also found that consumption of reggae music and violent Indian films 

were motivated and collocated with the use of stimulant drugs such as Tramadol, 

Marijuana, alcohol and Shisha agreeing with Harris et al (2011) as cited in this 

study. 

The study also found that the motives for “battles” and violent attacks by street 

gangs in Jalingo against young women was a way of settling scores either against 

the woman or against rival boyfriends just as it was further observed that majority 

of young women raped were associates of the groups.  

In addition, this study has established that successful violent attacks that resulted 

in forcing `markets to close was a manifestation of gang power agreeing with the 

findings of a study by (Bangarter 2010; Dowe 2012) as cited in this paper.  

This paper has also found a common pattern in motives for fights among the gangs 

and the nature of the weapons used as mimicking some of the cudgels and knives 

used by thugs and gangs in some of the scenes observed in the domesticated Indian 

films, corroborating (Syed and Fong 2018; Anderson et al, 2003) as cited in this 

paper confirming the assumption that not only has violence been a key ingredient 

for hundreds of Indian films, but it has also been romanticized. 

This paper maintains that as the media technology progresses and the different 

genres expand, there is need for researchers to intensify investigations to enable 

fuller grasp of the dynamic nature of media in general and their links with culture, 

language and mass media violence in Nigeria in particular. 
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